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Introduction
It has recently been argued that the observed paleomag-

netism of angrite meteorites is most likely due to an early
dynamo on the angrite parent body [1]. On Earth and other
large silicate bodies, dynamo activity is thought to be sustained
by a combination of thermal and compositional buoyancy [2].
Here I will argue that compositional buoyancy, if present, over-
whelmingly dominates the energy budget of dynamos on small
bodies. Dynamo activity requires core cooling rates of∼1-
100 K/My in the absence of compositional convection, and
<∼0.1 K/My if compositional convection occurs. These cool-
ing rates are compatible with metallographic estimates. Alter-
natively, internal heating by60Fe could drive a dynamo for
the first∼ 10 My of solar system history. Whether composi-
tional convection occurs depends on the relative slopes of the
melting curve and adiabat, which are composition-dependent
and poorly known [3,4]. If compositional convection oc-
curs, dynamo activity among asteroid parent bodies should
be widespread. The frequency and spatial distribution of as-
teroids with paleo-dynamos may be used to constrain whether
they are primarily thermally- or compositionally-driven.

Theory
A crude estimate of the tendency for an asteroid core

to develop a dynamo may be derived by using the magnetic
Reynolds numberRem [1]. However, this approach ignores
the fact the compositional, as well as thermal, buoyancy may
play a role in driving flow; for instance, compositional convec-
tion can drive a dynamo even if the heat flow is subadiabatic
[2]. For the Earth, compositional buoyancy arises due to the
release of light element(s) at the inner core boundary. Asteroid
cores may behave in a similar fashion, with sulphur probably
the light element expelled [4]; alternatively, core crystalliza-
tion may occur from the outside in [3,4], in which case flow
may be driven by the dense solids sinking and re-melting [5].
Compositional convection may similarly have played a role in
the lunar dynamo, if indeed it existed [6]. For the iron me-
teorites, apparent fractional crystallization trends within the
same group suggest efficient stirring, indicative of vigorous
convection [4]. Pallasites, thought to have formed at the outer
edge of the core, are Ni-rich, suggesting that inner core growth
proceeded outwards [4].

Driving a dynamo requires some combination of core cool-
ing, internal heat production, and compositional convection.
For a dynamo to operate, both energy and entropy constraints
must be satisfied (only the latter allow Ohmic dissipation to be
considered) [2]. Due to the low gravity of asteroid parent bod-
ies, density variations across the core due to compressibility
are small and will be ignored here. Because the temperature
drop∆T across the core is small, the gravitational driving term
due to compositional convection dominates the other driving
terms, all of which include a Carnot efficiency factor (∆T/T )
[7] and are thus neglible in comparison.

Following the approach of [2], in the absence of compo-

sitional convection, the core cooling ratedTc/dt and/or heat
production rateh required to drive an asteroid dynamo is given
by
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HereCp is the specific heat,ρ is the density,Tc is the core tem-
perature at the core-mantle boundary,rc is the core radius,k is
the thermal conductivity,D(≈ 3000 km) is the scale height of
adiabatic temperature variations within the core andΦv is the
volumetric entropy production rate due to Ohmic dissipation
(in W K−1 m−3). For the EarthΦv is probably in the range
0.2− 2× 10−12 W K−1 m−3 (10−13 − 10−12 W kg−1) [2].

Equation (1) shows that as Ohmic dissipation increases or
the adiabatic heat flow increases, a more rapidly cooling core
(or greater internal heating) is required to drive a dynamo. As
the core radius increases (orD decreases), it becomes easier
to drive a dynamo, because the thermodynamic efficiency in-
creases as the temperature difference across the core increases.

For reasonable choices of core parameters, we have
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A cooling rate of 25 K/Myr is compatible with some es-
timates of core cooling rates (see below), and is equivalent
to an internal heating rate of6.6 × 10−10 W kg−1. For an
initial 60Fe/56Fe ratio of 10−7 [8], this heating rate would
be generated 10 Myr after CAI formation.

If an inner core is present, we obtain
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Here∆ρ is the density difference driving convection,G
is the gravitational constant andF is factor of order unity that
depends onri/rc whereri is the inner core radius (ifri =
0, F = 0). In the presence of an inner core, the cooling rate
required to drive a dynamo of a given dissipation decreases as
the compositional density contrast∆ρ increases, as expected,
but is independent of the core radius. This is in contrast to the
case when an inner core is not present (equation 1).

Putting in reasonable parameters, equation 3 gives
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Here we assumed thatri=0.5rc. Equations 2 and 4 show that
for a 100 km scale core the cooling rate required to sustain
a dynamo by inner core solidification is roughly three orders
of magnitude slower than in the absence of a solidifying inner
core. Thus, dynamo generation is very much easier in small
bodies if compositional convection is taking place.

Results
Figure 1 plots the core cooling rate required to sustain

dynamos with different amounts of Ohmic dissipation as a
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function ofrc, for cases with and without an inner core. Here
all the relevant terms are included, not just the approximate
equations 2 and 4. As expected, when an inner core is present
the cooling rate required is almost independent ofrc and is
roughly three orders of magnitude smaller than when an inner
core is not present. Larger amounts of Ohmic dissipation
require more rapid cooling.

Figure 1: Core cooling ratedTc/dt as a function of core ra-
diusrc, for cases with (red) and without (black) an inner core,
required to drive different degrees of Ohmic dissipation within
the core. The dissipation (inW kg−1) is calculated from
TcΦv/ρ whereΦv is the volumetric entropy production rate
(see text),Tc=2000 K andρ = 7000 kg m−3. For the inner
core we assumeri/rc=0.5 (F=0.069). The right-hand axis
gives the time after CAI formation at which the heating due
to 60Fe decay would drive the dynamo, in the absence of any
core cooling. Here an initial60Fe/56Fe ratio of 10−7 is as-
sumed. The shaded boxes give the metallographic cooling rate
estimates for various classes of iron meteorites [4, Table 2],
and the blue line is the theoretical cooling rate from [10].

Rather than core cooling, a dynamo can instead be main-
tained by internal heating, the equivalent rate required being
given byCp

dTc
dt

. The right-hand axis of Fig 1 plots the equiv-
alent internal heating required, with the units being the time
after CAI formation at which the decay of60Fe produces that
amount of power. Here we are assuming an initial60Fe/56Fe
ratio of10−7, as suggested by [8]; if the ratio were an order of
magnitude lower, the times would all be decreased by 5 Myr.

Figure 1 shows with an inner core forming and expelling
light material (red curves), dynamos in small bodies can be
maintained by core cooling rates of order 0.1 K/Myr or less,
or driven by60Fe decay several tens of Myr after CAI forma-
tion. In the absence of an inner core (black curves), the core
cooling or internal heating rates required are much higher, es-
pecially for small bodies. Nonetheless, for a 100 km scale
core lacking an inner core, a moderately dissipative dynamo
could be maintained entirely by60Fe decay 10 Myr after CAI
formation.

Comparison with observations
There are two main approaches to determining core cool-

ing rates in asteroids. The first is to use metallographic tech-
niques, whuich for different classes of iron meteorites yield
rates of∼ 1 − 104 K/Myr [4, Table 2]. The principal disad-
vantage with this approach is that it applies to solid materials.
In general, one would expect the cooling rate of a liquid core
(high temperature) to be more rapid than that of the solid core
at lower temperatures. The second approach is to compare
the formation time from a system with a relatively low clo-
sure temperature with either a formation time estimated from
a system with a higher closure temperature, or a formation
time based on theoretical estimates (e.g. melting due to26Al
decay). For instance, [9] uses the IIIAB iron meteorite Pd-Ag
age of 7-10 Myr after CAI to argue for a minimum core cooling
rate of 50-70 K/Myr.

Figure 1 plots the inferred metallographic cooling rates
for four classes of iron meteorites (shaded boxes) [4, Table 2].
The sizes of the parent bodies are unknown, but at least for
the IVB and IVA classes these cooling rates imply that, even
in the absence of an inner core, a dynamo is likely unless
the core radius is less than a few tens of km. Figure 1 also
shows a theoretical core cooling rate, from [10]. This curve,
by contrast, suggests that in the absence of an inner core a
dynamo is only marginally likely to happen, even for the lowest
entropy production rate plotted (Φv = 10−13 W K−1 m−3).
Irrespective of which cooling rates are correct, if a solidifying
inner core is present (red curves), then asteroid dynamos should
be ubiquitous. Thus, if the frequency of these dynamos can
be assessed, crude constraints on the dominant mechanism
(thermal vs. compositional) may be obtained.

Hafnium-tungsten data now suggest that at least some iron
meteorites formed≤ 2 My after CAI formation [11]. Figure 1
suggests that under these circumstances a dynamo driven by
internal heating from60Fe is hard to avoid for cores greater
than a few tens of km in radius, even in the absence of a crys-
tallizing inner core. If correct, then this result suggests that
asteroids closer to the Sun, and thus accreting more rapidly,
are more likely to develop dynamos. On the other hand, sul-
phur is expected to be more abudant in the outer asteroid belt
[12]; in this case, dynamos should be more common at greater
distances from the Sun. The spatial distribution of asteroid
paleo-dynamos as measured by spacecraft [13,14] or labo-
ratory investigations [1,15] may thus be used to test which
mechanism drives these dynamos.
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